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Born in the British colony of Jamaica with Creole heritage, Jean Rhys is now 
regarded as one of the greatest British female writers. Though she leaves the West 
Indies at a young age and spends most of her life in Europe, Rhys shows more 
attachment to her birthplace. Put on the margin between the white world and the 
black world, Rhys undergoes the conflicts between two cultures and always has a 
sense of uncertainty about her identity. Her origin and life experience play an 
important role in all her literary works. Set in the Caribbean background, the novels 
of Jean Rhys are always exotic and highly autobiographical. Wide Sargasso Sea, 
Rhys’s most celebrated work, is not an exception. 
First published in 1966, Wide Sargasso Sea has received much attention and 
served as a touchstone text for critics interested in various critical approaches. From 
the post-colonial perspective, the thesis conducts a careful analysis of the three 
representative characters in Wide Sargasso Sea — Antoinette, Rochester and 
Christophine. By examining the complex racial relations among the white Creole, 
the white colonizer and the black people, as well as the ambivalent power 
relationships caused by the colonial encounters among the three, the thesis explores 
their identity predicament in a post-colonial context and their struggles for identity 
building. As a white Creole, Antoinette is marginalized by both the white and the 
black, lacking a sense of belonging all the time. Her quest for identity through 
marriage with a white Englishman turns out to be a failure. As a white colonizer, 
Rochester is eager to maintain his superiority in the West Indies, but the strangeness 
and mystery of the unknown islands put him in a state of constant anxiety, which 
finally leads to his abnormal treatment of Antoinette. As a black colonial, 
Christophine is presented as a subversive power who dares to challenge Rochester’s 
authority as a male and as a European colonizer. Even though managing to maintain 
her own independency, Christophine is incapable of saving Antoinette. The thesis 














colonialism. They struggle to quest for identity in different ways, but the quest 
journeys usually turn out to be not as successful as expected, sometimes even 
devastating. The tragic ending of Antoinette and Rochester, their vain attempt of 
quest for identity, and Christophine’s helplessness in changing the tragic ending of 
the story, reiterate the evil of colonialism. Rhys implies her attitude towards the 
identity issue in her characterizations.  
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Jean Rhys had a significant relationship with the West Indies and England, 
complicated by her family background and her life experience. It’s almost 
unanimously agreed by critics that Rhys is the archetype of the female protagonist in 
Wide Sargasso Sea as well as in her other novels. An exploration of Rhys’s life will 
help to better understand the identity issues in Wide Sargasso Sea and Rhys’s attitude 
towards colonialism. 
According to the chronology of Jean Rhys attached to Wide Sargasso Sea edited 
by Judith L. Raiskin, we can get some basic information about Rhys’s life. Rhys was 
born in 1890 in Roseau, Dominica. Her father was a doctor, who had immigrated 
from Wales, and her mother, Minna Lockart, a white Creole of Scottish and West 
Indian ancestry. Lockhart’s Creole family had lived in Dominica for generations and 
once had great influence as plantation and slave owners. The status of her parents 
marked her as somewhat different in relation to the other residents of Dominica. In 
her childhood, she identified with the Afro-Caribbean community. She admired the 
vitality and richness of its culture. Compared to it, the white world was thought of by 
Rhys as being sterile. However, she came to realize that she was not able to align 
herself with these Afro-Caribbeans，for in the predominantly native community she 
was a white girl. Though born in the West Indies, Rhys had been educated to 
conceive England as her motherland since she was young. 
In 1907, at the age of seventeen, Rhys left the island for England for schooling, 
which was arranged by her parents, and later spent most of her life in Europe. She 
attended first Cambridge’s Perse School and the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art in 
London. She did poorly on stage due to her West Indian accent and dialect. Then 
after her father’s death in 1910, Rhys had to cease her studies because of financial 
difficulties. She drifted into a series of jobs, such as a chorus girl, a mannequin and 
















According to the definition of “Creole” in Oxford Companion to French 
Literature, “the French term créole is used to designate either a person (in the West 
Indies specifically a white person of French origin) born in the former colonies, or 
forms of language (in some islands also known as patois)” (Aub-Buscher). 
Non-European people are usually stereotyped as inferior in colonial ideology, and 
the Creole is not an exception. Creoles were racially and culturally marked and 
excluded as inferior colonials, though they were privileged in relation to African 
people. West Indian but white, they feel close to the Afro-Caribbean culture that they 
can not be part of. White but not English, they are abandoned and considered inferior 
by their “mother” country. They are double outsiders. This is the case for Rhys. For 
most of her life in England, Rhys lived as an exile, wandering on the margin of 
English conventional surroundings. Rhys’s movement from Dominica to England 
and Europe, from the colonial margin to the metropolitan center, has been described 
by fellow Caribbean expatriate, V. S. Naipaul, as both a “relocation” and 
“dislocation”, effecting a cultural and psychological “break in [Rhys’s] life” 
(Naipaul, 1972: 29). John Scaled also remarks on this state of displacement in 
“Post-colonial Re-writings: Jean Rhys, Wide Sargasso Sea” as follows: 
As a descendent to the white slave-owning class, her relations with 
black Caribbeans descended from slavery could not be unaffected by the 
historical circumstances of the region, and as a Dominican-born white 
woman she could not consider herself first and foremost British. (McLeod, 
2000: 160) 
Such a sense of fracture also characterizes the life of Rhys’s writing. The 
ambiguity of being an outsider in different cultural modes leads to her constant 
questioning of her own position. A series of Rhys’s life experiences are involved in 
her novels to present the senses of alienation, marginality and uncertainty. Growing 
up in a multifarious historical background, Rhys penetrates deeply the predicament 















conflicts between England and the Caribbean islands are described. Pierrette Frickey 
comments on her situation in “Jean Rhys”: “a writer who straddles two conditions, 
best captures the alienation of man at odds with norms of his society, the outsider, 
whether it be in Europe or in the West Indies” (Frickey, 1990: 535). 
Rhys began to write when the first of her marriages broke up. She was in her 
thirties by then. In 1927, her first collection of short fiction called The Left Bank and 
Other Stories was published, which was followed by Quartet (1928), After Leaving 
Mr. Mackenzie (1930), Voyage in the Dark (1934), Good Morning, Midnight (1939). 
Francis Wyndham, journalist and critic as well as mentor to Rhys, states that these 
four novels “deal with the same woman [namely Rhys herself] at different stages of 
her life, although her name and minor details of her circumstances alter from volume 
to volume” (Wyndham, 1999: 3). The novels mainly deal with the relationship 
between man and woman, with reference to Rhys’s marriages. Rhys went back to the 
Caribbean only once in 1936. Circumstances including “the lack of money, two 
world wars, several marriages, a tendency toward despondency and despair” (Raskin, 
1999: ix) made it impossible for Rhys to return to Dominica. Even so, her Caribbean 
background played an important role in her writing, especially in her last novel Wide 
Sargasso Sea (1966).  
Rhys started to write Wide Sargasso Sea right after World War II, going on with 
it during the following twenty years which witnessed the decline of the British 
Empire. This novel is inspired by Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre, and is set in Jamaica, 
Dominica and England in the 1840s. By shifting the focus from Jane to Bertha 
(renamed as Antoinette in Wide Sargasso Sea), it challenges an array of accepted 
truths such as the glories of Empire and English culture, and the celebration of 
liberal feminism. Antoinette seems to be “a logical development of Marya, Julia, 
Anna and Srsha [the female protagonists respectively in Rhys’s former four novels], 
who were also alienated, menaced, at odds with life” (Wyndham, 1999: 7). Many 
details in Wide Sargasso Sea coincided with Rhys’s life background. With 















the ravage of colonialism, European dominance in the Caribbean, the hypocrisies of 
English culture and the struggle with identity crisis. The novel made Rhys an 
overnight literary celebrity. It also won her the Royal Society of Literature Award 
and the W. H. Smith Award in 1967.  
Rhys died in 1979. Her unfinished autobiography, Smile Please, recounts her 
childhood in Dominica and her early genesis as a writer. She narrates her childhood 
memories to represent her complex origins, and reveals her ambivalent attitude 
towards her mother, the native servant as a surrogate maternal figure, the Dominican 
landscape and finally the alternate world, Dominica or England. Rhys noted in this 
work, “I would never be a part of anything…and I knew it” (Rhys, 1981: 49). 
Though incomplete, this work is also of great value in understanding Rhys’s 
best-received novel Wide Sargasso Sea. 
First published in Britain on 27 October 1966, Wide Sargasso Sea is Jean 
Rhys’s most celebrated work. Wide Sargasso Sea met with immediate critical 
acclaim, eliciting, as Hunter Davies puts it, “rave reviews everywhere” (Davies, 
1966: 13). Among other things, the reviews pronounced Rhys’s text—as a rewriting 
of Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre—to be “an inspired piece of literary research”, while 
at the same time calling it “a superb creation in its own right” (Braybrooke, 1966: 
560). Even though Rhys is inspired by Jane Eyre and then rewrites the mad woman 
Bertha, her Wide Sargasso Sea stands comparison with the original and displays its 
own value. Early critical pieces are mainly preoccupied with the novel’s stylistic 
properties, and its treatment of the power relations between men and women. One of 
these earliest reviews is Francis Hope’s “The First Mrs. Rochester”, which originally 
appeared in the New Statesman on 28 October 1966. Like Hope, Walter Allen, with 
his critical piece “Bertha the Doomed” published in New York Times Book Review on 
18 June 1967, refers throughout to Rhys’s Antoinette as Bronte’s Bertha. They both 
seem to sum up the nature of the female protagonist as hopelessly and helplessly at 
sea in her relations with men. Inter-textual analysis from a feminist perspective is the 















Critical debates which began to develop between the late 1960s and early 1970s 
shift the focus to the questions of slavery, race and colonialism, with which Rhys’s 
text is saturated. Wally Look Lai’s “The Road to Thornfield Hall: An Analysis of 
Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea”, originally published in 1968 in New Beacon 
Reviews, is generally regarded as foundational to the critical reviews which have 
since developed around Rhys’s text, for it represents the earliest sustained attempt to 
locate Rhys’s novel within the specific context of an emergent Caribbean literary 
tradition, hailing it as “one of the truly great novels to have ever emerged out of the 
West Indies” (Savory, 1988:196). Look Lai directly challenges contemporary 
accounts of Wide Sargasso Sea, as produced in the English critical world. For Look 
Lai, Wide Sargasso Sea does not simply repeat and refine the one-sided sexual 
politics of Rhys’s previous work. Rather, it should be read as a text in which gender 
conflicts take on a symbolic dimension: Antoinette’s fatal encounter with Rochester 
is not in the end reducible to the issue of patriarchal oppression alone, but functions 
as a medium through which the racial tensions between Creole and English identities 
are dramatized. Look Lai argues that it is these larger tensions—ultimately the 
product of English colonial history—that constitute the fundamental preoccupation of 
Wide Sargasso Sea, distinguishing this novel radically from Rhys’s other novels. 
Critics following Look Lai began to direct their critical attention to the plight of the 
white Creole subject, with the identity issue starting to be examined.   
Critical works on Wide Sargasso Sea produced between the mid-1970s and late 
1980s continued to reflect the influence of the feminist and post-colonial paradigms 
that established and refined themselves during this period. The female protagonist 
Antoinette is still the center of critical analysis. In Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s 
groundbreaking analysis of Wide Sargasso Sea, attention is directed to questions of 
cultural and racial differences. Writing from a post-colonial angle, Spivak points out 
the irony involved in Rhys’s revision of Jane Eyre, arguing that Wide Sargasso Sea 
silences the black female subject in the same way as Jane Eyre denies a voice to the 















recognized remains in controversy. The late 1980s and early 1990s witness a more 
racially self-conscious critical terrain, with Lee Erwin’s and Maria Olaussen’s 
assessments of Wide Sargasso Sea’s racial politics as representatives. They primarily 
explore the motif of white/black identification in Wide Sargasso Sea. Christophine, 
Antoinette’s black nurse, thus gains more attention than before. Christophine’s 
spiritual practice of obeah and the figure of the zombie are important elements in the 
discussion. Maggie Humm argues that Rhys’s text challenges the negative images of 
blackness in public circulation during that time, while also helping Rhys to resolve 
her private ambivalence towards the figure of her black nurse (Humm, 1991). Laura 
E. Ciolkowski, a critic in the late 1990s, examines Wide Sargasso Sea as a text that 
inquires into and critiques the role played by sexuality as a signifier of racial 
difference, devoting most of her attention to the processes involved in the 
construction of Englishness. Rochester’s sense of himself as an Englishman, she 
argues, is not only bound up with a violent denial of his own desires, but at the same 
time threatened by the dangerous libidinal excesses with which he associates his 
white Creole wife (Ciolkowski, 1997).  
Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea was introduced into China in the late 1980s, 
with Wang Jiaxiang’s translation. Since then, reviews of the novel have emerged one 
after another, such as “Deconstruction and Re-identification in Post-colonial Context: 
Interpretation of Wide Sargasso Sea” (曾, 2001) and “From Jane to Antoinette: On 
the Subversion of the Archetypal Cinderella in Wide Sargasso Sea” (郑, 2008). The 
author of this thesis has noticed Rhys’s distinct characterizations in Wide Sargasso 
Sea: Antoinette with double otherness, Rochester no longer an absolute white 
colonizer, and Christophine an unsilenced colonial. To the author of this thesis, in the 
reading of Wide Sargasso Sea from a post-colonial perspective, the Creole character 
Antoinette is of course the important one, but the pure white and the black subjects 
should not be neglected, either. Based on the careful reading of a large number of 
critical materials, this thesis brings together the three main characters to probe into 
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